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Should the polling prove accurate, Italy will soon be governed by its most radical right-wing government since World War II. Come 25 September, a coalition of political parties – dominated by the hard-right and anti-migrant Brothers of Italy party (Fratelli d’Italia – FdI) and Matteo Salvini’s League (Lega) – appears poised to secure a clear, if not resounding, majority in parliament. This will return Italy to a right-wing government, the first since Silvio Berlusconi’s centre-right coalition collapsed amidst the risk of Italian bankruptcy back in 2011.

Despite its neo-fascist roots, heading the polls with about 25 per cent of the vote is Giorgia Meloni’s FdI, the frontrunner to become the country’s first female premier and first far-right head of government in Italy’s Republican history.¹ Salvini’s League and Silvio Berlusconi’s Go Italy (Forza Italia) party are the other major members of the right-wing coalition, whose impact if elected will reverberate far beyond Italy. For Europe, the polls are another indication of the spread of hard-right conservatism, following the French National Front’s electoral gains over the past few years and the recent victory by the Sweden Democrats this September.

Italy’s populist laboratory

Italy’s political landscape has been transformed since the collapse of the Berlusconi government in 2011. During this time, the country became something of a laboratory for new forms of left and right-wing populism.

that subsequently held parallels across Europe and beyond, including the United States and Brexit UK. Berlusconi himself can be given some credit for such developments. It was Berlusconi who introduced a new style of politics during his almost two decades at the helm of the Italian centre-right, exploiting his media empire to promote more direct forms of messaging with the public while flouting established political etiquette and introducing a more critical rhetoric towards Brussels – a tactic soon adopted by other leaders.

Berlusconi’s style mixed demagogy towards Europe with a kind of neo-populist approach to everyday politics and the public. This style was eventually outmatched by new parties, however, most notably the traditionally Eurosceptic and anti-establishment Five Star Movement (Movimento 5 Stelle – M5S), presently led by former premier Giuseppe Conte. Founded in 2009, the M5S would emerge from the blogosphere to become the second most voted single party in the country’s 2013 national elections. Building on its electrifying promises of change through direct, citizen democracy and anti-elitist rhetoric aimed at both the Italian establishment and the Brussels “bureaucracy”, the M5S introduced Italy to modern-day populism and eventually became Italy’s first political party in 2018 (33 per cent), the last time Italians went to the polls.

While the M5S would siphon some support from the centre-left coalition led by Italy’s Democratic Party (Partito Democratico – PD), it was Berlusconi’s party that suffered the greatest electoral decline. This would provide an opening for the M5S, but also for the young and ambitious Salvini, who outdid his old coalition ally by shifting the League to the Eurosceptic and nationalist right, while championing the populist and anti-migrant cause in Italy and Europe.

By 2018, Salvini’s League became the third largest party (17 per cent), joining the M5S (33 per cent) in an uneasy populist coalition until 2019. Then, in September 2019, the M5S shifted its alliance to the PD (19 per cent), forming the second Conte Cabinet, which excluded the League and other right-wing parties and remained in power until February 2021.

As Italy’s President of the Republic, Sergio Mattarella, picked Mario Draghi to head a new national unity government in 2021, the small FdI party chose to remain in opposition. Led by the charismatic firebrand Meloni, who shared much of the League’s conservative and anti-migrant sentiments as well as the Eurosceptic tendencies present within parts of the broad and variegated M5S, the FdI secured the limelight as the only party in opposition, benefitting from an accelerated normalisation process after years of being relegated the far-right fringes of society.

Draghi’s coalition collapsed in late July, abruptly abandoned by Salvini,
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Berlusconi and Five Star leader Conte, parties that looked nervously at Meloni’s rise. Today, the FdI is polled as Italy’s first party, expected to capture about 25 per cent of the vote, an impressive growth from the 4 per cent secured back in 2018. This places the FdI well above its coalition partners on the right, with Salvini’s League polled at just over 10 per cent and Berlusconi’s Go Italy party standing at about 8 per cent.

Unsuccessful efforts by the PD to create a parallel centre-left coalition gave a solid advantage to the right-wing bloc. This dynamic was further reinforced by the unravelling of the PD’s alliance with the M5S, and the M5S’s own internal implosion, as a number of its parliamentarians have created their own centrist grouping (polled at under 2 per cent) allied with the PD-led centre-left block.

Collectively the right-wing block is polled at 47 per cent, while the smaller centre-left coalition dominated by the PD stands at 28 per cent. The M5S, meanwhile, is polled at under 14 per cent, while a new centrist coalition led by former minister Carlo Calenda stands at about 7 per cent.\(^3\)

While the results appear to be a foregone conclusion, approximately 40 per cent of the Italian electorate has yet to make-up their minds as to which party to vote (or whether to vote at all), an element that has been bounced upon by the left-wing block to make a case that an electoral surprise could still be in the making come 25 September.

**Winter is coming**

Whichever government is elected, the first priority will be that of contending with an array of internal problems: the cost-of living crisis, surging inflation and spiking energy prices, as well as debt sustainability, all of which are expected to worsen in the coming months. Most importantly the new government will need to oversee the continued expansion and implementation of the EU recovery plan negotiated by Draghi and thereby ensure that Italy continue receiving billions in post-COVID funds provided by Brussels.

In this context, the country’s international credibility, a long-term challenge for Italy given its history of political instability, will be of uttermost importance.\(^4\) While no other leader comes close to Draghi’s stature, campaigning by the right-wing coalition has not helped reassure partners. Confusing – if not contradicting – economic platforms and repeated promises of expensive tax cuts and pension increases have already rattled markets and European allies alike, particularly given Italy’s significant dept to GDP ratio. Calls to renegotiate Italy’s EU recovery plan, or expectations for more flexibility on fiscal policies from Brussels in response to the energy and inflation crisis, are

---


Meloni has offered controversy and reassurances in equal measure during the campaign, striking a difficult balance between efforts to reassure Italy’s traditional allies (and markets) while not deviating from her hard-right, conservative rhetoric. Tainted by controversy due to her neo-fascist roots, Meloni has tried to dispel warnings that her victory would indeed revive Italy’s fascist past. At the same time, she adamantly refused to eliminate the tricolour flame in the logo of her party, a carryover from the neo-fascist party formed shortly after the end of World War II.

In this regard, the FdI leader has been careful to downplay her previous anti-EU stance, while repeatedly reaffirming Italy’s full alignment with NATO and the transatlantic alliance, emphatically promising continued support to Ukraine if elected. Yet, at a recent campaign rally, she also warned that “if I win, for Europe, the fun is over. [...] Don’t let Brussels do what Rome can best take care of, and don’t let Rome alone take care of what it cannot solve on its own.” Such rhetoric is a throwback to old populist and nationalist characterisations of the Union: positive for assistance and funding but negative when it comes to political or fiscal commitments and responsibilities.

Another element to consider is that of government stability and therefore durability. Salvini and Meloni are glued together by the pursuit of power, but diverge on key policy questions, from the best means to tackle migration to the issue of public debt. In the middle stands Berlusconi’s party, which is now playing the role of institutional guarantor in the coalition, a striking shift if one recalls the legacy of his demagogy against Brussels and his tainted reputation in Europe back 2011. Most recently, Berlusconi even warned his coalition partners that he is ready to defect should the future government adopt too much of an anti-European slant.

Yet, the greatest danger lies not in the right-wing bloc’s differences but on their points of convergence. Both Meloni and Salvini have expressed their intent to promote elements of a radical right agenda, ranging from a harsher stance towards migrants to criticism of abortion and gender rights and the more general promotion of nationalist Christian-conservativism within Italy and Europe. Despite moves to normalise their image, there is a real fear that the alliance will embolden other far right forces across the continent as well.

Irrespective of this history, continuity vis-à-vis Russia’s war of aggression is to be expected, albeit at a rhetorical level and perhaps behind the scenes a Meloni-led government could be less harsh on Russia in public and less trusted by its European counterparts. Indeed, while Meloni has been careful to emphasise support for Ukraine, including in terms of military support and sanctions on Russia, the policies of her two coalition partners are harder to discern. This is particularly true when it

---

comes to Salvini’s League, which since 2019 has repeatedly been accused of receiving funding and political support from Russia. Relations between the League party leadership and the Russian Embassy in Rome for instance, or the still active political deal between the League and Putin’s United Russia party, have only fuelled these concerns.

The links between former Trump strategist Steve Bannon, Meloni and Salvini are also worthy of mention as they reflect a still existing galaxy of right-wing conservatism and illiberal nationalism that extends across the Atlantic as well, and is intent on a political comeback. Indeed, another element of unity across the right-wing block is their shared support for the transatlantic alliance, but here too there are significant differences compared to Draghi, given Meloni and Salvini’s close ties to the Trump-dominated Republican Party.


Turning to Europe, it is also worth recalling that Meloni is president of the European Conservatives and Reformists party. This grouping features the participation of avid far-right and conservative parties, such as the Swedish Democrats, the Polish governing Law and Justice party and Spain’s Vox, all of which are witnessing increases in popular support. These parties have benefitted from a slow process of political normalisation amidst general trends of political apathy among the public and atrophy among established parties.

As Europe and the world looks on, Italy’s political setting is again confounding global opinion. The rise of the conservative right, if polls prove accurate, will undoubtably prove impactful for Italy’s domestic setting. This will also be true in light of Meloni’s somewhat clientelistic approach to politics. Her untested qualities of leader are matched by the inexperience and lack of qualified personnel to fill key posts in any future-administration, a further element that seems to point to a somewhat tumultuous start of the government, particularly when it comes to parliamentary politics.

While it is likely that the new government will not make significant deviations on key foreign policy dossiers, it can be expected to embrace a more confrontational stance and rhetoric with Brussels, while looking more favourably on the right-wing conservative axis in Europe and the US. This is why, beyond the soon-to-arise questions concerning government longevity and stability, the biggest question for Italy’s likely next
government is whether and to what extent its willingness to engender policy change in Italy will simultaneously end up endangering the country’s political standing and credibility in Europe as well.
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